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ABSTRACT

This paper argues that human and material agents co-shape ‘morality’. Water systems will be discussed in more detail. Artefacts (technologies) relate humans and their worlds, but the specifics of this relationship become meaningful only within specific actor-networks. As such, the material influences the moral decisions of humans. Examples from the larger Mesopotamian area, on both state-led and community-managed water systems, are discussed to show that these result from activities of individuals, households and groups manipulating water fluxes in short time periods of hours and days. Analysis of these daily activities, and especially of how the material acts, offers options for archaeologists to trace morality in action.
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Introduction

Sometime, in southern Mesopotamian many years ago – possibly as many as 7,000 years, before the Ubaid period – there may have been a farmer who could not find the land she wanted to use to grow crops. Given that all that was needed was ‘a short cut in the river banks’ (Buringh 1960, 255) to create new irrigated land, she moved to another location and planted her crops. Soon enough, others joined her, after providing assurances that what they did was allowed by those community members with established fields. After all, disturbing those who had farmed for a long time was neither desirable nor fair. Several thousand years later, a ‘dismayed provincial official who could not see how he should be able to provide the state with the assigned quota of 1000 homers of corn and still maintain his office’ wrote a letter to Sargon II, king of Assyria between 721 and 705 BC, to complain that he could not easily produce the crops he was supposed to compared to his colleagues from other provinces nearby (Radner 2000, 243). Simply put, the official argued that being asked to come up with 1,000 homers was not fair.

If there is a single resource that has invited scholars to study human well-being and suffering in relation to their environment, it might be water. Water systems in their many shapes and sizes,
human relations with rivers and lakes and cultural manifestations of water within societies have been subject of study, in, among others, *World Archaeology* itself as in the special issue on water (2009.1). Within archaeology, water systems supporting food production for larger populations have been particularly well studied for regions as different as Mesopotamia, the Nile and its delta in Egypt, ancient India, the Yangtze and Yellow Rivers in China, Central Mexico and the coasts, mountains and rainforests of Peru. The close (perceived) relation between (urban) elites and water control has led to water becoming a topic under rather overarching models such as the ‘archaeology of power’, of which Wittfogel’s model of hydraulic civilizations remains without doubt the most famous attempt to study water and society in ancient times (Wittfogel 1957). Without suggesting that Wittfogel provided a convincing analysis (see below), linking water and power still makes sense. As I argued in a recent paper on colonial Sudan, power relations are typically channelled through infrastructural media and material agents such as canals, roads and gold (Ertsen 2016a, 2016b).

In this paper I will argue that engagements between human and material agents are key to understanding how ‘morality’ is shaped and transformed. My general argument builds most directly on actor-network approaches (especially Latour 2013, 2000; see also Strum and Latour 1987). Actor-network theory is not the only one available on the relation between human and non-human agents. I find additional theoretical inspiration in the concept of entanglement between humans and things as developed by Hodder (2012, 2014; see also Strang 2014), even though, as discussed towards the end of this paper, I consider the concepts of actor-networks better suited for the argument I develop here. In particular, I will suggest that artefacts (technologies) ‘play an active role in the relationship between humans and their world’: artefacts ‘have “intentions”, they are not neutral instruments’ (Verbeek 2006, 365; cf. the notion of the extended mind in Clark and Chalmers 1998). However, these intentions matter only within actor-networks, when meanings are acted out through engagements between human and non-human agents. In these emerging relations, technologies, artefacts and the material in general ‘help to shape what counts as “real”’ (Verbeek 2006, 366). This is an important notion, as it means that the material has a say in ‘the moral decisions human beings make’ (366). Ethics ‘is about the question of how to act, and technologies appear to give material answers to this question’ (369). What is required is careful analysis of material agencies in order to enable archaeologists to trace this morality-in-action – obviously an extremely challenging quest given the fragmentary and incomplete archaeological record.

I develop this argument about studying morality in action through material agencies below. First, I explore how water features in larger-scale studies as an object of normative judgement. This is followed by a discussion on the analysis of water systems in general, followed by a descriptive and then agency-oriented discussion of two Mesopotamian landscapes. I conclude with two paragraphs on selected methodological and theoretical concerns for future work.

**Grand water narratives**

As water is of fundamental importance to human beings and societies, one can understand why the genre of ‘grand narratives’ on how human society should use its water sources or manage water conflicts is popular. In studies like Fagan (2011), Mithen (2012) and Solomon (2010), we generally read about Mesopotamia, Petra, Rome, the Grand Canal in China, Angkor, the Maya and the Hohokam, with explanations for why these societies prospered, how they failed and why we in our own – modern – society would do the same – or not. Quite often these water stories use
historical concepts of human well-being and suffering in relation to environmental ethics and historical ecology to answer the question of how we – modern society, which is set apart as a particular social, religious or political group – should respond to new environmental challenges. One of the better-received ‘grand narratives’ argues that ‘leading civilizations have been those that transcended their natural water obstacles to unlock and leverage the often hidden benefits of the planet’s most indispensable resource’ (Solomon 2010, 14), suggesting modern society (or perhaps only the USA) should do the same in order to lead – or keep leading.

In other words, history and archaeology are mobilized to develop a political perspective. Interestingly enough, the same history appears to be able to support different perspectives: for one, the market is the solution, whereas for the other more state intervention would be beneficial. Whatever the preferred solution, I would argue that water does not have ‘hidden benefits’ of its own: water and society are mutually constituting elements and cannot be understood in isolation from each other. As such, it is rather difficult to speak of ‘natural water obstacles’, in Solomon’s (2010, 10) words. Determining the natural water balance of a region to be ‘wrong’ is misleading, as it gives an inaccurate impression of a relationship of neutrality between humans and water. Indeed, water ‘is as deeply embedded in the social fabric of modern Western culture as the tanks of southern India or the water temples of Bali are embedded in those cultures’ (Linton 2010, 181).

Water is a political matter, as much as framing water problems in neutral quantitative and qualitative terms is a political matter too. With this in mind, it is reasonable that Linton (2010) seeks to criticize the move towards defining water as an economic good, as this move is typically presented as a neutral – natural – step. Water would be one of those elements that can be traded freely. Linton does not deny that that water can be traded, as thinking otherwise would be another simplification, but argues that the simplicity of the trading argument appears to rest on a specific conceptualization of water in its social environment (Linton 2010, 227). Linton introduces the term ‘hydrolectics’, his version of dialectics, but in the end such jargon shapes a very simple and perfectly acceptable message: water is never neutral stuff. Water is power.

Wittfogel’s hydraulic hypothesis remains one of the first attempts to connect the control of water within a specific environment to state development, defining mobilization and coordination of the massive labour needed to build irrigation as a key factor in state formation (Wittfogel 1957). In his original thesis, the diversion of water from rivers to areas without reliable rainfall forms the basis of these civilizations. According to Wittfogel, water and labour control were vital in producing food surpluses supporting the non-peasant population, but his claim that large-scale irrigation development preceded state formation has been heavily criticized over the years for being too simple, too political or simply wrong (for a useful discussion, see Harrower 2009). One could label the central question in many of these critical discussions as of chicken-and-egg type: which came first, the central state or large-scale irrigation?

Whatever was first, though, the shape that this power takes and the way we would like to evaluate that do not come directly from history as such – as if history teaches us lessons or even that future directions can be detected from the past. Many are ‘trying to connect pressing current environmental issues with their past histories’ (Melosi 2011, xi). However, we should not hide the contested nature of water nor presume a simple linear trajectory as explanations for problems in our own times. One of the big current debates in water studies is whether private management of water distribution is better than public management, with many proponents of private responsibility suggesting that it is a logical choice to make for current societies. However, there is no
historical evidence for such an exclusive choice between public and private: the private and the public are intertwined, making the ‘questions of control … a great deal messier’ (Melosi 2011, 199). What history can demonstrate is how notions like ‘private’ and ‘public’ were shaped in practice, how complex relations between different agents might have been and which management dilemmas were faced by the historical agents.

While the past can point us to certain directions of change, its lessons are rarely directly applicable to present concerns. Nevertheless, many of the overarching studies on the archaeology and history of water make a more or less strong political claim (like Fagan 2011; Solomon 2010; see also Linton 2010); as such, they show a problem similar to that of Wittfogel’s contribution. Both Solomon (2010) and Fagan (2011) tend to treat the water systems they describe as static entities, in the sense that they were constructed as single entities. As such, both studies underplay observations that water systems may have developed over many decades or centuries and may be less uniform in shape than a single entity would suggest. Even in those systems where we might have a central state that encouraged the spread of irrigation systems by exerting power over vast areas, like the Neo-Assyrian state (Ur 2005), such a day-to-day perspective would be required to understand how these state-controlled systems were realized on the ground. As I recently argued, even for states that have shown strong abilities to control the agencies of humans and materials, realizing the power to do so is hard work, which can result, among other things, in less uniform irrigation systems in terms of construction, water use and daily management efforts (Ertsen 2016a). I argue that our understanding of the past has to be based on the way(s) certainty was created on a day-to-day basis by different agents.

In contrast, studies like Linton (2010) and Solomon (2010; see also Fagan 2011) build on sweeping certainties, based on hindsight: history would have shown how things went right or wrong, what to do or not to do and what is the best way out of our current problems with water distribution and sustainable use. Comparative water history does not necessarily have to produce those certainties. Mithen’s (2012) question as to whether our own water-dependency would also have been felt in the ancient world provides a much more useful comparative and general history of water systems. Despite the rather dramatic title of Mithen’s 2012 book Thirst (a focus which does not necessarily apply to all the case studies discussed therein), he maintains his focus on the question of dependency and does not allow his own answer to that question for modern societies to guide the discussion of every archaeological case. As such, Mithen does not use archaeology to confirm a larger argument about which type of society one should prefer. Mithen and Black’s (2011) earlier water-focused work on the Wadi Fayan project in Jordan stands out as a detailed study of one region, building links – or allowing the building of links – between many aspects of water systems, including hydrology, infrastructure and power relations. I shall include some of these same aspects in my discussions below.

**Moral niches**

In Scarborough’s (2003) comparative study on water systems, it is suggested that differences between small-scale (local) and imperial (large) systems can be related to the wetness and dryness, in terms of rainfall, of those worlds. In the dry zones imperial systems built on ‘techno-tasking’ would prevail, whereas in the wet zones smaller-scale ‘labour-tasking’ realities would emerge. Basically, the old world yielded empires based on technology, whereas the new world did not go beyond local communities based on labour (see also Scarborough and Lucero 2011). In this paper,
I will suggest that wet and dry properties of regions can be relevant when studying water systems – as expressions of materiality – but should not be too readily associated with specific modes. Wet labour and dry technology ask for the same methodological approach, as both are built on local interactions between human and non-human agents (see Dobres and Robb 2000; Gardner 2007).

Water and irrigation can bring wealth and stability to communities and nations, but can also harm landscapes and food production on the long term. A narrow environmental threshold may separate stable, irrigated landscapes from unstable, over-used ones. The archaeological record is filled with irrigation-related disasters, many of them related to climatic change (Costanza, Graumlich and Steffen 2011; McAnany and Yoffee 2010; Schwartz and Nichols 2006). Ancient Mesopotamia would have ‘collapsed’ because of salinization due to over-irrigation. However, this ‘disaster’ unfolded over centuries. Any discussion of societal collapse should incorporate time or rate of change. Many civilizations collapsed or disappeared over the course of centuries; over such long terms societies should be allowed to change without being labelled as unsustainable or as having collapsed.

Small-scale activities many thousands of years ago in mountainous regions such as the Caucasus and southern Arabia, and plains like southern Mesopotamia, increased the capacity of such regions to sustain large populations over long periods of time (Wilkinson, Rayne and Jotheri 2015; Ertsen and Wilkinson 2014). These early anthropogenic irrigated landscapes seemed to have emerged from short-term activities, but long-term effects were massive. It is very likely that the full-scale effects of interventions are visible to humans only after some time has passed, possibly only in the next generation, which would make it very difficult for these subsequent generations to relate the effects back to actions by their predecessors. The many agents active within larger imperial systems brought about changes in the environment as well. Introducing water through canals brought silt, plants and animals to formerly drier land. Development of large-scale canal systems, for example the Grand Canal in China (Mithen 2012) or the canals of the Assyrians (Ur 2005), appears to have created transport options for bulk products such as cereals. This transport of bulk products may have led to city growth, but also possibly increased pressures on the systems and those that had to ensure their continuous functioning. The regional hydrology changed. In southern Mesopotamia, disposal of excess water from irrigation canals into the marshlands would have affected fishing and the exploitation of other marshland resources. More speculatively, excess irrigation water could have enlarged the marshes’ area, creating the conditions for the spread of malaria, which in turn may have caused human genetic changes (Wilkinson, Rayne and Jotheri 2015; for another example relating water management to genetics, see Kaptijn 2015).

Like other animals, humans are active in ‘niche construction’, modifying their habitat, which can alter selection pressures on behaviour through feedback (Kendal, Tehrani and Odling-Smee 2011; Odling-Smee, Laland and Feldman 2003; Scott-Phillips et al. 2014; for the related concept of evolutionary history, see also Russell 2011). Niche construction should not be treated in environmentally deterministic ways; rather, the engagement between environment and humans creates opportunities for humans to re-engage with, to continue modifying their environment and therefore influence their future, with the environment as an ever-present agent. The examples of lactose intolerance (Gerbault et al. 2011) and sickle-cell tolerance for malaria (O’Brien and Laland 2012) are well-known examples of niche construction; another example is the domestication of ‘wolves’ into ‘dogs’ or the general transition from hunter-gatherer-based to agriculture-based societies (Rowley-Conwy and Layton 2011; Smith 2011). Concerning the latter, human agency interacting with land and water has been important in many different global contexts (see Kaptijn (2015), including the Alpine region where
artificial snow has created favourable conditions for human winter sporting activities, as well as the growth of certain algae (Gross and Winiwarter 2015).

Having discussed the ways in which small-scale and short-term agencies relate to larger-scale and longer-term changes, I will now introduce two cases of irrigation development in the larger Mesopotamian area, arguing that all ancient water systems, whether state-led or community-managed, result from the activities of individuals, households and groups manipulating water fluxes in short time periods of hours and days (Ertsen et al. 2014). I will also argue that the hard (physical) work of dealing with the environment and its associated stresses (drought, floods, diseases, etc.) shapes more than the relationships between human society and ‘nature’. Through these activities, the ways in which human agents value results, systems and relationships develop as well, including (perceptions of) issues of inclusion, control, payment and dislocation. The question of whose labour is rewarded, and in what way, an issue with immediate practical and moral implications, is shaped through cooperation and struggle (see the recent volume on cooperation in World Archaeology (DeMarrais 2016)). In other words, I propose a study of ‘morality in action’ (Van de Poel and Verbeek 2006, 227).

Material morality

I propose, therefore, to focus on interactions between human and non-human agencies (see Ertsen 2016a). Studying morality in action may provide some insights into the changes and continuities that we encounter in the archaeological record, as for example discussed by Pollock (1999) and Ur (2010) for southern and northern Mesopotamia respectively. Both authors explore in detail the complex histories of their respective regions, but for both it remains difficult to separate description and explanation. This is illustrated in their treatment of emerging power relations of production in the south in the third millennium. Apparently, an overarching institution like the ‘oikos’ (collective economy of a palace, estate or temple, in which almost all that is consumed is produced as well), ‘incorporated its own large and varied workforce’ (posed as description) because it could increasingly control the means of production (posed as explanation) (Pollock 1999, 120). I would argue that in this case, as in many cases in archaeology, description and explanation are different phrasings of the same observation. Obviously, social institutions, hierarchies, do exist; I argue, however, that such structures are not the explanatory forces we want them to be, as they need to be re-enacted continuously. In this re-enacting, the material is a key agent. Human agents produce “ethics by other means”: they materialize morality (Van de Poel and Verbeek 2006, 227; Verbeek 2006, 369).

Studying morality in action through actor-networks would also open up options to leave one’s own perceptions of what is correct or wrong – or fair or unfair for that matter – as much as possible out of the analysis, even though that is not always easy. A claim that imperial landscapes in Assyria were ‘expressions of (male) sexual anxieties and ideologies’ (Marcus 1995, discussed in Radner 2000) may be more easily perceived as based on personal preconceptions. There is no need to doubt that relations between men and women are important in understanding Assyria, including how claims and ideologies were mobilized, but that would not suggest that we should use terms with such clear ethical and moral claims attached to them, especially when the evidence is rather scarce (Radner 2000). However, even for terms that may sound rather neutral – innocent even, especially when they have become part of the disciplinary vocabulary – we may need to be careful as well. A term like ‘tribute’ may not simply imply a transfer of stuff that represents a certain value, but also presuppose a social relation with predefined power positions for those that pay and those that receive.

As such, ‘tribute’ is a moral term, just as words like ‘temple’, ‘public’ or ‘complexity’ are as much moral terms as they are scholarly concepts. Whether a space with certain dimensions is labelled as
a ‘temple’ or as a ‘fortress’ depends on the perception of the observer and his/her relation with the space. Using the term ‘public’ presupposes a difference between public and private, but also suggests that those people who would find themselves in the larger space at a moment in time would consider themselves to be in a non-private space. In other words, the concepts we apply to the material record that we encounter, predefine to a certain extent the actions and perceptions of the ancient actors we study.

Obviously, there is no escape from our own social, cultural and religious concepts and dimensions – nor from our language – when we study and write about how environmental challenges have impacted on human well-being, health, economic stability and coping strategies elsewhere and in other times. Our own concerns certainly guide the questions we want to answer with our archaeological records, in our aim to discover more about management of natural resources, strategies for dealing with environmental stress and relationships between society and nature. Nevertheless, I would argue that we can make certain methodological choices in how we approach our topic and how we construct our argument. Even though the outcomes of combined agencies are often idiosyncratic and unpredictable, I argue that they can be studied systematically as we are relatively certain that those interactions create outcomes within material boundaries (Ertsen 2010).

An actor-network approach may also be relevant to another problem of archaeological studies. Power relations are usually associated with the concept of social complexity, which is typically ‘described through the nature of interactions between individuals and groups’ (Ur 2010, 388). The underlying assumption is usually that societies grow in complexity over time, although Ur (2010) suggests northern Mesopotamian societies have shown periods of greater and lesser complexity over time. That in itself may already be a problem, as these quasi-quantitative terms suggest that complexity is measurable, but in this paper I would like to focus on another issue. The discipline of archaeology is especially interested in ‘material manifestations’ (389) of complexity. Straightforward as this may sound, the term ‘manifestations’ poses a problem, as it suggests that something like power – or any other social relation – can exist without a material shape. As I have argued (Ertsen 2016a), power is not a force or entity out there on its own to be manifested in matter: power and matter go hand-in-hand, power is realized through the material. A road is a power relation, and so is a canal or a text. The same argument can be made for an entity like the ‘state’ or other larger social entities: these need material engagements to exist (see Schouten 2013).

**A tale of two Mesopotamias I**

Recognizing a single point of origin from which comparable human engagement with the southern Mesopotamian landscape would have started is unlikely. Without becoming environmentally deterministic, it can be said that south Mesopotamia does have plenty to offer in terms of rich soils (of different types), water from rivers and levees (although sometimes too much) and the many resources in the marshlands. The earliest water systems may have taken advantage of seasonal flood water to plant crops on patches of land that dried after a flood (Wilkinson, Rayne and Jotheri 2015). Did such systems lead to positive returns, in terms of growth of irrigation systems and communities, or was the system too opportunistic to allow that? How did farming communities manage to scale up smaller systems? As we know that this scaling up occurred, we have to assume that early efforts resulted in positive returns in terms of food and energy production (Wilkinson, Rayne and Jotheri 2015; Jotheri, Allen and Wilkinson 2016; Ertsen and Wilkinson 2014).
Given that the landscapes of southern Mesopotamia appear to us as ‘hydraulic landscapes, because water is the specific structuring agent in what is actually a complex array of rivers, canals, distributaries and marshes which dominate and in part create the landscape’ (Wilkinson, Rayne and Jotheri 2015), something more than opportunism seems to have played a role. Exactly what happened in terms of landscape creation is still a topic of research, but it seems safe to argue that the waterways of Mesopotamia are a mixture of natural and human-produced channels. Both water courses flowed higher than the landscape on levees, but exactly which one was natural and which not remains to be studied (see Jotheri, Allen and Wilkinson 2016). However, we would expect patterns like the Khuzestan levee irrigation areas in ancient Iran, in which short canals flow down slope of longer levees to irrigate fields (Wilkinson et al. 2012; see Heyvaert and Baeteman 2008; Heyvaert et al. 2012).

As far as we understand now, these gradually developing water systems were fundamental to the development of Mesopotamian society in the fourth and third millennium BC (Wilkinson, Rayne and Jotheri 2015; Ertsen and Wilkinson 2014). Imagine a flat landscape with water channels on very low gradient with higher-level levees moving through it. With levees being wide (possibly up to a few kilometres), agriculture would have been possible on the levee side slopes. Obviously, watering fields would have been an issue – according to the available climate data, rainfall in southern Mesopotamia during the period in question was below 200mm on average, about the same as today (Wilkinson, Rayne and Jotheri 2015). Productive water systems could have developed from a system of crevasse splays, where each new breakthrough of a levee created a mini alluvial fan (Wilkinson, Rayne and Jotheri 2015; Ertsen and Wilkinson 2014). These fans could be used as flood recession systems, potentially being enhanced over time with some canal features along the slope, but interestingly enough one could also create a new breach elsewhere along the levee – as the farmer in the example in the introduction did. Palm gardens would have been developed close to the top of the levee, with cereal crops being grown further down slope. Once in the lower flood basin itself, salinization would limit agricultural activities (Altaweel 2013; see Wilkinson, Gibson and Widell 2013). Might these adaptations and uses have formalized into a series of irrigation systems along levees? Did canals indeed start by budding off from crevasse splays? Did other groups or sections of growing communities start new systems? If so, any new community might operate not immediately next door but probably some distance downstream to start another system that would be formalized into canals. As such, complex systems could start off very simply. Does this mean that the resulting hydraulic landscape was shaped through a growing number of smaller-scale systems administered by kin groups over 5,000 years and thus locally managed through time?

Many centuries later, during the period of the later territorial empires in the first millennia BC and AD (Neo-Assyrian to Abbasid), the area of northern Mesopotamia saw irrigation, agriculture and settlement expanding into marginal areas of previously low crop production in a much shorter time period of centuries, perhaps even decades. Much of northern Mesopotamia can be regarded as marginal because it lies within a zone of uncertainty for rain-fed agriculture. While the modern area receives between 200 and 400mm of rainfall per annum, this is also very variable from year to year; a similar situation can be assumed for the Assyrian period (Ur 2010). The link between water systems and rainfall here can be seen as an example of environmental opportunism; one could take advantage of the available precipitation but, where necessary, would increase yields by constructing irrigation systems to intensify yields. Given the topographical features of the landscape, however, constructing irrigation systems from the larger rivers with their water levels below the fertile valleys was not as straightforward for smaller communities as it would have been in southern Mesopotamia with its levees above the fields (Wilkinson, Rayne and Jotheri 2015).
It is along the Tigris River that we find an example of a state doing exactly what local communities could not do: creating irrigation systems. The Assyrian empire emerged in the early first millennium BC, with an imperial core around modern Mosul. From the city state of Ashur, Assyria expanded to regain the territories lost by the Middle Assyrian state at the end of the second millennium BC. Later, small kingdoms were included in the Assyrian core as provinces or closely controlled client states, in areas of modern Iraq, western Iran, south-eastern Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and Israel. The imperial core, including its cities, appears to have been carefully planned (Wilkinson et al. 2005; Ur et al. 2013; Ur 2010). The kings also commissioned large canals and dams, which redirected natural surface water flows from the hinterlands towards the capital cities. Canals feeding Nimrud and Nineveh have been found, but were not limited to the imperial core (Ur 2005). Often, these water systems are seen as providing water for elite parks and gardens, not to productive areas. However, a reassessment based on satellite imagery (Ur 2005) suggests that cuts existed along the canal banks, which suggests local water use, possibly irrigation, at a distance from the capitals. As the rural countryside of the Assyrian core is almost entirely unstudied, the exact uses and functions of these water systems remain unknown.

Some evidence for the rural area, however, can be found in areas like eastern Syria, with its pattern of evenly spaced small villages (Wilkinson et al. 2005; Ur 2010). Neo-Assyrian settlements seem to be dispersed, possibly placed deliberately in open spaces left by earlier settlements (Wilkinson et al. 2005). As neo-Assyrian kings had a policy of deporting the populations of conquered regions, resettling them elsewhere in the empire and replacing them with other conquered populations – partially punitively – such a model holds well. Through forced settlement, labour was made available in the core area, especially the newly founded capitals. The dispersed settlement pattern on the fringes of the imperial core may be the other aim of the same policy, as the new population would allow agricultural intensification.

**A tale of two Mesopotamias II**

Typically, although we encountered, in terms of archaeology, large-scale irrigated landscapes in southern and northern Mesopotamia, we also appear to encounter two rather different models in terms of cooperation, conflict, power and as such ethics and morality. Following DeMarrais (2016), we could perhaps distinguish between consensus and coalition, where only the coalitions leave material traces that can be studied by archaeology. That distinction would not hold, however, as the more ‘loosely’ consensus-based cooperative landscapes of the south did leave material traces. Following Scarborough’s (2003) model of dry versus wet zones and their associated realizations of labour and power relations, we should perhaps see the south as a labour-tasking case, whereas the north was a techno-tasking one. I am not convinced that such a distinction holds well either. Neither northern nor southern systems/landscapes were constructed in one go. It may be the case that the Assyrian systems were constructed over decades, whereas the earlier southern systems may have taken centuries, but issues of labour and resource control for both communal and state-led initiatives need to be understood within a longer timeframe. Often, this also means that larger-scale systems are less homogeneous than sometimes assumed: early parts may look different than later parts. Paraphrasing Latour (1993), as much as we have never been modern – suggesting that ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’ societies should be understood in similar terms – we have never been imperial, suggesting that ‘local’ and ‘imperial’ need to be understood on an equal footing as well (for an overview of different empires, see Morris and Scheidel 2010).
Let us consider our two Mesopotamian cases once more in terms of continuity, change and power. The crevasse system of the south would not be immune from elite (state) influence and control. These locally controlled productive areas could have been a base for surplus production; a central state could have come in and, for example, extracted taxes from the systems. However, given my earlier remarks, we should not allow an entity to ‘come in’, but rather explain how such an entity could have developed. Recent scholarship on Mesopotamia (Rost 2015; Rost and Hamdani 2011) – based on the extensive collection of clay tablets describing maintenance activities and on hydraulic analysis – may open up the possibility that urban elites managed to secure agricultural produce by controlling trade, without interfering in the agricultural production as such.

Rost (2015) shows, for Umma province, that water channels were managed for the combined functions of irrigation, navigation and flood control. Obviously, bringing water to fields was crucial for producing agricultural surplus, but water transport was the key to bringing the surplus to the urban centres. Preventing the peak flood to disturb harvesting, flood control was as important as irrigation. The elements of the water system around Mesopotamia played a vital role as trade routes transporting bulk products, but not necessarily as controlled systems managing food production. Once water levels are the key target for canal management to allow shipping, water availability for irrigation from the same channels is no longer an issue. The urban and the rural in Mesopotamia were indeed closely connected, but the perception that the urban elite had encompassing control over its rural environment may need revision (see Rost 2015; Wilkinson, Rayne and Jotheri 2015). Urban elites may have developed because they were able to use connections between different communities through the network of waterways in Mesopotamia. Rather than the control of productive activities, the ability to trade (or perhaps exploit) other people’s harvests was the key. This may have led to the start of arrangements like the oikos institutions (see Pollock 1999) and as such a redefinition of power relations. We may have uncovered a key process of morality in the making.

In general, in future work, I would be interested to study the co-evolutionary transformation of practices and arrangements in southern Mesopotamia. The effects of different farmers’ strategies could be explored. Optimization strategies on a regional level, in terms of maximum profit, would require the many irrigation systems to act as one entity. However, local communities might be less inclined to adapt their short-term actions to ensure ‘total system benefit’, not necessarily for any predefined objection against shared benefits, but simply because it would not be easy for local actors to arrange short-term actions in line with longer-term shared outcomes. We could include agents that are more interested in trade as well. Whatever sets of actions and cases we study, the outcomes of water development processes are known: somehow many systems in southern Mesopotamia managed to function over longer periods. Their properties evidently did change, but continuity is a common feature in the archaeological record. This would usually mean that a kind of conflict resolution must have been in place, most likely through mechanisms generally found in common pool resources (Ostrom 2012). Obviously, within the larger irrigated landscape, some communities and their water systems may have disappeared; we should carefully study conditions for longer-term success or failure of specific systems and situations. Different cooperation strategies, including (in)direct tit-for-tat and the slightly more advanced generous tit-for-tat (when first defection is still followed by cooperation) can be explored. Such explorative work, including agent-based modelling (see the final paragraph of this paper) would allow us to determine the conditions under which specific strategies might be more successful (see Carballe, Roscoe and Feinman 2014; Nelson et al. 2010).

A similar strategy of analysis would be preferable for our northern Mesopotamian empire. The landscape of the Assyrian imperial core suggests intensive planning in all aspects and features one
would associate with a despotic state (Ur et al. 2013; see also Adams 1981; Altaweel 2008). The larger cities were densely populated centres of political, religious and economic power; the colonized countryside provided food for the cities via forced immigration. Food production was enhanced through huge interventions in the natural hydrology, with dams, tunnels and canals (which served as handy symbols of royal legitimacy too). As I show in my recent book on a British colonial irrigation system in Sudan, however, for imperial situations we still need to consider that continuous negotiations shaped the scheme’s canals, crops and farmers’ resistance, as well as the contested symbol of development itself (Ertsen 2016b). My interpretation of such top-down projects suggests that a centrally planned colonial effort, as in the case of the Assyrian canal systems also, was continuously in the making and as such unfinished (compare with Darwin 2012). Empire is shaped by strings of daily actions similar to those mentioned above, only this time in offices and fields, in political debates, and in symbols; it is mobilized through buildings, gold and canals.

Even if the archaeological record suggests a successful outcome, in terms of imperial infrastructures, production of power spaces is not a process that simply produces social structure from a pre-defined plan. Rost (2015) allows for a much closer understanding of the agency of empire or at least elite control over (southern) Mesopotamian water systems. For northern Mesopotamia, we read about a neo-Assyrian road station in Syria that ‘lacks people’ and needs people to be settled and given ‘fields and gardens’ (Radner 2000, 238). We read about plagues, floods and storms as well. Power, space and empire are produced and reproduced through cooperation, struggle, conflict and contradiction between the human and the non-human – between agents of different kinds. As I have shown for colonial Sudan, Sudanese tenants did strive for their own benefits and succeeded to a degree. Colonial control was partly dependent on such benefits being allowed to be there (Ertsen 2016b). Fales (2009–10) and Galil (2007) discuss whether forced re-settlement in neo-Assyria could be executed without possible benefits for those settlers.

**Matters of ethics**

Within archaeology, it is good to note that ‘the fragility of political centralization and the ability of uncoordinated actions by individuals to create and structures and effect change’ are receiving more and more attention (Ur 2010, 412). Attention to ‘fragility’ is acknowledging that creating lasting institutions relating to the landscape ‘through the redistribution of agency over networks composed of human and non-human “actors”’ (Schouten 2013, 9) is hard work for all human agents (Hodder 2014, 21), precisely because the landscape and its non-human colleagues strike back. Through their agency, human agents are continuously (re)shaping their relevant network, linking themselves with other (non-human and human) agents within the landscape. As DeMarrais (2016) in a *World Archaeology* special issue on the archaeology of coalition and consensus, shows, infrastructure is ‘a materialization of ongoing communication, in which there are often conflicts among different constituents to achieve consensus’ (Smith 2016, 164). Social relations need the material, but those relations cannot simply ‘be stored in a bank’: it is through the material that those relations need continuous confirmation, reconstruction and adaptation (Latour 1991, 118; see also Hodder 2012, 2014; Hoestaker 2005).

Continuous confirmation is exactly what matters for the ‘material underpinnings of rule’ (Schouten 2013, 21). Both our Mesopotamian snapshots show examples of the production of infrastructure (in the shape of either modified nature or man-made features). In both case-study areas the resulting infrastructure is (partially) an expression of human agency and as such closely related to norms and
values. In a ‘progressive construction of reality’ (Latour 1991, 117), morality is produced along the way, simultaneously, in terms of values and material ways, allowing those values to be acted out. Who has access to water or crops? Who is re-settled or not? Should a poor province provide less tax? Who opens the gates? It is not necessarily the case that judgements of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ are deliberately built in all the time; not every action in creating water systems is explicitly based on those judgements. However, the success with which agents build new networks ‘determines the success of their designs’ (Van de Poel and Verbeek 2006, 228). Working solutions become good solutions.

How these working solutions are produced needs careful analysis. Ubaid culture may have been based on the peaceful ‘spread of an ideological system’ (Stein and Oezbal 2007, 342; see also Ur 2010, 393), but one should question how that happened. In the same paper, we read that ‘Ubaid elements actively became part of existing and well established repertoires of cultures and meaning’ and that ‘various aspects of southern elements are selectively adopted at different rates’ (Stein and Oezbal 2007, 338). Indeed, we read about active agents engaging with the material elements that represent certain values. Even when preferences, beliefs and motives are ‘explicitly formulated during a course of action, they cannot be understood as antecedents’, as if there would be a clear ‘beginning of a course of deliberate agency’ (Waelbers and Dorstewitz 2014; 35). In other words, those norms and values are not present before being engaged, they are not floating around to be captured. There was no Ubaid culture that moved to other places. The ideological system did not spread around; the continuous interactions between agents did produce what we now encounter in the archaeological record as a spread of a culture.

Another important element of archaeological analysis is time. Within archaeology, the short term is usually on a scale of centuries, or sometimes decades. On such time scales, one might be able to suggest that ‘reurbanization during the later third millennium was sudden’ as it happened ‘over the course of two centuries at most’ (Ur 2010, 414). However, if a time scale of two centuries is the time scale of ‘sudden’, the industrial revolution in the eighteenth and nineteenth century was sudden as well. I doubt, though, that anyone would conceptualize that development as ‘a sign of an imposed or planned aspect’ (415). Time and matter are closely linked, as it is matter that shapes the world that agents move into. No one encounters a clean sheet when coming into the/a world. Instead of anything ideological, it is the material that represents the relations that ‘predate our arrival’, including ‘the advantages or disadvantages they imply’ (Cudworth and Hobden 2013, 440). Canals, roads and seals – material stuff, infrastructures, objects – are (carriers of) social structures (Ertsen 2016a; see Strum and Latour 1987).

Producing social structures is an ethical project, as it is ‘connected to moral norms and values and can be evaluated in terms of morally good and bad’ (Van de Poel and Van Gorp 2006, 334). Some have more to control than others or manage to extract larger margins from activities than others. This evaluation of what is accepted (good) or not (bad) is continuously made, both by those who produce these practices and by those who study the ancient producers. When we study how morality was shaped in ancient Mesopotamia, we have to realize that designs or material realizations are options for human agents to ‘delegate’ certain human desires to artefacts (Verbeek 2006). Realizing infrastructures brings in future users as well (Latour 1996). In designs, water’s materiality is typically mobilized (consciously but unconsciously as well) with three meanings: water as in infrastructure (canals, breaches), water as a substance with physical-chemical properties (flow, infiltration) and water as a medium for other non-human agents (salt, sediment). Artefacts are carriers of responsibilities, for example to bring certain amounts of water from A to B, although the material is not necessarily faithful to human desire (Latour 1996). Matter is ‘naturally recalcitrant’ (Latour 2000, 116): water may decide to flow elsewhere, as it did many times in ancient Mesopotamia.
Modelling ethics

The combination of material, cultural and religious uses and meanings of land and water has shaped water systems and has emphasized the intrinsic proximity of the natural and human worlds. Whatever their shape and size, landscapes are social practices: routinized sets of behaviours consisting of elements that are interconnected, including physical activities, mental activities, artefacts and their use, background knowledge, know-how and states of emotion (Winiwarter, Schmid and Dressel 2013). Practices typically include material objects whose existence and form are shaped through human agencies, but who also shape human agencies. Focusing on human agency shaping water-related infrastructure and institutional arrangements, such processes can be analysed as strings of ‘action—result—judgement/perception—(re)action’ within agent-based models (Barton 2014; Murphy 2012; Wilkinson, Gibson and Widell 2013). In such analysis, agents would be offered a spectrum of possible actions. From these possibilities, an agent is allowed to select certain actions based on his/her current perception of the societal and landscape context. It is the perception of the actions and their (perceived or real) results that is the variable part in the analysis. Actions and their results may be not fully predictable, but we know their boundaries are defined in principle – after all, actions should have a physical base. This approach is based on my earlier work on irrigation (Ertsen 2010, 2012, Ertsen et al. 2014), but we obviously do not have to restrict ourselves to water systems.

For some authors, the type of analysis I propose is basically unfit for any ethical consideration. Actor-network analysis has been accused of being amoral (Winner 1993), or even supporting a wrong moral (Whittle and Spicer 2008). Latour, as one of the major proponents of actor-networks, would only provide options for descriptive accounts of agency and not allow for ethics in behaviour (Waelbers and Dorstewitz 2014); a similar argument is made for power in actor-networks (see Ertsen 2016a). In his most recent work on so-called modes of existence, Latour (2013) actually acknowledges that there is more to say about ways of seeing reality – and as such on how to value realities – than just plain actor-networks. Certain ‘modes’, like politics, religion and science, would have their own ways and sets of values. Without claiming that these pre-defined distinctions are not relevant, I would still like to maintain that detailed analysis of how actors from/within different modes engage with other actors in producing realities is required. Such analysis of the actor-network would still have to reveal how specific realities become more equal than others; as such, actor-network analysis can still provide the material for ethical judgement (see Williams-Jones and Graham 2003).

I have only touched upon the Mesopotamian world, but hopefully I have shown that the assemblage of the water systems in Mesopotamia can be conceptualized as a process of human agents trying to include the ‘correct behaviour’ (agency) of the non-human actors to facilitate uses that those human agents wanted to achieve, with non-human actors often refusing to be caught exactly in the way that human agents had in mind. Landscapes are not passive or static backgrounds to human agency, as the material engages directly with other agents in producing practices and therefore in producing morality. Rivers relate actors upstream to those downstream – whether the agents are human (farmers or bathers) or non-human (fish or sediment). The same river connects agents from past and present, with possible pasts from the last few days or the last few centuries.

The Mesopotamian – political, physical, moral – landscapes emerging from archaeological data are the result of a process of “‘thinging” entities together’ (Latour 2007, 140), once by Mesopotamians themselves, the second time by archaeologists. In this ‘thinging together’, it is clear that things (matter, non-human agents) play an active role, but how should we understand that role? In Hodder’s concept of entanglement, the ‘limited unfixed nature of things in themselves and their relationships with each other’ is stressed (Hodder 2014, 24). Hodder’s
The entanglement concept is a direct response to actor-network theory (specifically Latour). For Hodder, Latour pays ‘insufficient attention to the ways in which humans and things in their physical connectedness entrap each other’ (24). Hodder maintains the theoretical position that things exist on their own, with their ‘material possibilities’ creating ‘potentials and constraints’ (25). A similar position is defended by Strang, who suggests that ‘material things and their agitative effects’ constitute ‘a form of potentiality’ that is to be ‘harnessed’ (Strang 2014, 142) by human agents.

Following Latour (2013, 98), who criticizes the idea that one can extract oneself from ‘matter’ by projecting the material, ‘external world’ outside of oneself, I would not defend any position that suggests that we can study material entities independently of what human agents do or think. The claim that matter exists outside of knowing human subjects may be reasonable, but is also meaningless, as in our analysis we can deal only with representations of any external reality developed by these subjects (see Latour 1999, 2002). ‘Potentialities’ of objects are as negotiated as their ‘impacts’. Negotiating the meaning of matter/nature, for example in Mesopotamia, therefore has at least two dimensions: 1) how negotiations between humans and non-humans co-shaped morality in ancient practice and 2) how we in the present chose to study (ancient) practice, including how we conceptualize the material. If we want to ensure that our reconstructions offer the same ‘possibility of holding society together as a durable whole’ (Latour 1991, 103) as the constructions did for the ancient Mesopotamians, we should clarify how the actor-network of morality in the making was shaped by human and non-human agents alike. Morality needs to produce its own support (cf. Latour 1991).
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